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 Juan Bautista Bru (1740-1799) and the
 Description of the Genus Megatherium1

 JOSIt M. L6PEZ PINERO

 Department of the History of Science
 Faculty of Medicine
 University of Valencia

 In the Histoire gene'rale des sciences, edited by Rene Taton,
 Jean Piveteau offers the following comment in his chapter on

 the paleontology of vertebrates: "In 1789 the first skeleton of
 Megatherium, which was also the first mammalian fossil skeleton,
 was mounted in Madrid by Juan Bautista Bru, dissector of the
 Royal Laboratory."2 This is one of the few Spanish contributions
 mentioned in the volumes on modern science of this well-known

 work; it might lead one to think that Spanish reference works

 contain accessible and detailed information about Bru and his
 work, or that there are monographic studies on the topic - but

 this is not the case. The name of Juan Bautista Bru appears in a
 very limited number of reference and erudite works, and these

 succinct citations, furthermore, make no mention of the mounting

 of the Megatherium skeleton.3 To this day there has not been a

 1. Translated from the Spanish by Elizabeth Ladd.

 2. J. Piveteau, "Paleontologie des Vertebres," in R. Taton, ed., Histoire

 gen&rale des sciences (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1961), Ill, 1, 519.
 3. The only reference works that mention Juan Bautista Bru are J. Pastor

 Fuster, Biblioteca valenciana de los escritores que florecieron hasta nuestros dias
 con adiciones y enmienda a la de D. Vicente Ximeno, 2 vols. (Valencia: Jos6
 Ximeno, 1827-30), II, 120; S. Aldana, Guia abreviada de artistas valencianos
 (Valencia: Ayuntamiento, 1970); and A. Palau Dulcet, Manual de librero
 hispano-americano, 28 vols. (Barcelona-Madrid: J. M. Viader, 1948-77), Il, 435

 (this last author also mentions the book in which Bru published his study on the

 skeleton of Megatherium, but it is cited in the entry on Jose Garriga IVI, 1301). C.
 Nissen, in his great work on the history of zoological illustration (Die zoologische

 Buchillustration: ihre Bibliographie und Geschichte [Stuttgart: Hiersemann,
 19691, I, 67), also mentions Bru, although he offers only a very incomplete

 reference to one of his works. Bru is also mentioned by A. J. Barreiro, El Museo
 Nacional de Ciencias Naturales (Madrid: C.S.I.C., 1944), pp. 14, 23, 26, 49, 68,

 69, 92; none of Barreiro's references refers to the mounting of the Megatherium

 skeleton, although it is mentioned in passing in Eduardo Hernandez Pacheco's
 prologue (p. 35). In addition, Bru's works are cited in a number of art catalogues:

 M. Velasco Aguirre, Catalogo de grabados de la Biblioteca de Palacio (Madrid:

 Joumal of the History of Biology, vol. 21, no. I (Spring 1988) pp. 147-163.
 C 1988 by Kluwer Academic Publishers.
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 148 JOSh M. L6PEZ PINERO

 single monographic treatment of the subject.4 The aim of the
 present article is to make Bru and his scientific work known,

 especially his contributions to zoological engraving and the

 description of the fossil genus Megatherium.

 PAINTER AND DISSECTOR OF THE ROYAL CABINET

 OF NATURAL HISTORY

 Juan Bautista Bru de Ram6n was born in 1740 in the city of
 Valencia, where he spent his childhood and youth. It is probable,

 although we lack evidence, that he was related to the painter and

 sculptor Francisco Bru and his brother, the engraver Manuel Bru,
 both contemporaries of his who worked in Valencia. In any case,
 "from childhood he pursued drawing and painting,"5 although
 artistically his work was merely mediocre. Except for art con-
 nected with zoology, we know of only two of his works: some
 frescos in the Church of Our Lady of the Rosary, in the Port of

 Valencia, which he apparently painted early in his youth,6 and a
 collection of thirty-two illustrations "that represent the dress of the
 Asiatic nations," published when he was older.7 In 1771, when he
 was thirty-one years old, Bru was appointed "artist and first

 dissector" of the Royal Cabinet of Natural History, in Madrid. He
 held this office for three decades, until his death on December 12,

 1799.8

 Graficas Reunidas, 1934), no. 15; E. Paez Rios, Repertorio de grabados espanoles
 de la Biblioteca Nacional (Madrid: Ministerio de Cultura, 1981), I, 173; J.
 Carrete Parrondo et al., C'atalogo. Estampas, Cinco siglos de imagen impresa
 (Madrid: Ministerio de Cultura, 1981), pp. 165, 253; and L. Alegre Nifiez,
 Catalogo de la Calcografia Nacional (Madrid: Real Academia de Bellas Artes de
 San Fernando, 1968), pp. 139, 140, 196 (this last author attributes to Manuel
 Bru the copperplates of Juan Bautista Bru preserved in the same institution).
 Bru's name is routinely omitted from the principal biographical dictionaries of
 Valencian, Spanish, and foreign artists.

 4. 1 have published a short introduction to the material presented here in my
 column in Investigaci6n y Ciencia (# 76 119831, pp. 4-6) and in an entry in J. M.
 L6pez Piniero et al., Diccionario hist6rico de la ciencia moderna en Espaha, 2
 vols. (Barcelona: Peninsula, 1983), 1, 1 35-136. Both articles contain several
 errors of detail that are corrected here. I would like to thank Maria Luz Terrada
 for her valuable assistance in locating and describing Bru's prints and manu-
 scripts.

 5. See Pastor Fuster, Biblioteca valenciana, Il, 120.
 6. Ibid., loc. cit.
 7. See Palau Dulcet, Manual del librero, 11, 435.
 8. Barreiro, Museo Nacional, pp. 14, 92. Barreiro's history, although it was

 published in incomplete form soon after his death, is still the only important
 account of the Royal Cabinet of Natural History.
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 Juan Bautista Bru and the Genus Megatherium 149

 The Royal Cabinet of Natural History was founded by Ferdi-
 nand VI in 1753 at the suggestion of the great naturalist Antonio
 de Ulloa, who was its first director. Due to the demands of other
 work, however, Ulloa left this post after two years, and the new
 institution, deprived of his prestige, did not prosper, in spite of the
 efforts of his successor Eugenio Reigosa. Several attempts to make
 the Cabinet into an important center culminated in 1771, princi-
 pally through the initiative of Enrique Fl6rez - generally remem-
 bered for his work as a histofian, but also a notable naturalist -
 who obtained serious support for the project from Charles III and
 the Count of Aranda, then president of the Council of Castile. In
 October of that year, the Cabinet acquired the great American
 natural history collections that had been amassed by the Peruvian
 Pedro Franco Davila. These collections and the Cabinet's other
 holdings, including material collected on the Spanish scientific
 expedition to Guiana in 1754, were moved to new quarters on the
 Calle de Alcald in the same building with the Royal Academy of
 Fine Arts of San Fernando; the inscription on the faqade of the
 building, which still exists, reads: "Carolus III Rex naturam et
 artem sub uno tecto in publicam utilitatem consociavit." When the
 new installation was inaugurated, the collections were arranged in
 eight rooms, which were open to the public every Monday and
 Thursday. The staff of the laboratory was headed by a director
 a position filled by Franco Davila himself - an assistant director,
 and a librarian. This last position was held by the Canarian Jose
 Clavijo Fajardo (1730-1806), who became assistant director
 after the death of Franco Daivila in 1786 and was the most active
 personality and the principal manager during the three decades
 that Bru worked there. Bru's position ranked fourth in the Royal
 Cabinet hierarchy and covered two important functions: that of
 specialized "artist and draughtsman," a very important role in the
 scientific centers and expeditions of the epoch; and that of "dis-
 sector," which included tasks related to zootomy or dissection as
 well as taxidermy. The Cabinet also employed another dissector, a
 lapidarian, a receptionist, and several subordinates.

 During the next twenty-five years the laboratory enriched its
 collections impressively, becoming one of the most important
 centers of its kind in Europe. A royal decree of 1771 directed
 peninsular and colonial authorities to organize the collection and
 shipping of natural history materials from each zone. Naturalists,
 amateur enthusiasts, and authorities sent an uninterrupted flow of
 animal and mineral specimens from the Iberian peninsula and the
 Canary and Balearic islands. The collection of natural products
 from America and the Pacific was enhanced by the great scientific
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 150 JOSt M. LOPEZ PINERO

 expeditions then under way, particularly the botanical expeditions

 to Mexico (1787-1802), directed by Martin de Sesse; to New
 Granada (Colombia, 1782-1808), headed by Jose Celestino

 Mutis; and to Peru and Chile (1777-1788), led by Hipolito Ruiz
 and Jose Antonio Pavon; and the journey through South America,
 its west coast, and the Pacific by the corvettes Descubierta and
 Atrevida (1789-1795), led by Captain Alessandro Malaspina and

 chief naturalist Antonio Pineda. The herbaria, seeds, wood speci-
 mens, living plants, and botanical drawings from these expeditions
 were delivered to the Botanical Garden in Madrid, while the

 zoological, geological, and mineralogical materials went to the
 Royal Cabinet of Natural History. Materials were also sent from

 the peninsula and from the colonies by private collectors, some of
 whom were notable figures - such as Juan de Cuellar, who was

 active in the Phillipines, and the geologists Christian Herrgen and
 Carles de Gimbernat; the scientific expedition to America led by
 the brothers Christian and Conrad Heuland (1794-1796) was
 essentially a trip to collect materials for the Cabinet. Another
 source of American specimens was the continuing series of ship-
 ments sent by the viceroys in compliance with the royal decree.

 These contained, as might be expected, many things of no interest
 or purely picturesque in nature, but they also included numerous
 objects of importance. For example, at the instigation of the
 viceroy of Rio de la Plata, the Marques de Loreto, two outstanding
 shipments were sent in 1789: one was a collection of birds of that

 territory, collected by Fe-lix de Azara and accompanied by the
 manuscript of the first version of his celebrated Notes for a Natural
 History of the Birds of Paraguay and by a seventy-four-page
 index of "the birds contained in the jars";9 the other was the
 Megatherium skeleton that was mounted shortly thereafter by Bru.
 In addition, the laboratory bought specimens and complete collec-
 tions in different European countries during this period, and
 exchanged material with other similar institutions."' Not surpris-
 ingly, the facilities on the Calle de Alcala became inadequate, and
 in 1785 a large building was erected on the present Paseo del
 Prado near the Botanical Garden and the Astronomy Observa-

 9. This Indice de las aves contenidas en la botijada is preserved in the

 Archivo del Museo Natural de Ciencias Naturales, legajo 3; see Barreiro, Museo

 Nacional, pp. 28, 35-37. For Azara's works and complementary bibliography,

 see L6pez Pifnero et al., Diccionario historico, 1, 82-88.
 10. It is significant that in 1794 the Royal Cabinet considered purchasing

 John Hunter's museum of natural history, at the suggestion of the geologist Carles

 de Gimbernat; see Barreiro, Museo Nacional, pp. 69-71.
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 Juan Bautista Bru and the Genus Megatherium 151

 tory; however, because of the collapse of Spanish scientific activity
 during the reign of Ferdinand VII, this building eventually became
 a museum for painting and sculpture. Finally, the Cabinet became
 a center for teaching and research, and was one of the institutions
 in charge of the journal Anales de Historia Natural, which began
 publication in 1799.

 Bru's thirty-year career with the Royal Cabinet was devoted
 exclusively to the field of zoology - specifically, vertebrates -
 and had no connection with mineralogy nor with the important
 entomological and malacological collections housed by the institu-
 tion. As resident artist, he occupied himself primarily with drawing
 dissected and preserved vertebrate specimens and skeletons in the
 Cabinet's collection; he also made copies of engravings, paintings,
 and drawings of animals. In addition, he was in charge of making
 the engravings, from the original drawings and sketches, for a
 zoological work entitled Collection of Products of the Spanish
 Seas, by Antonio Saniiez Reguart (to be discussed below). As
 dissector, Bru's major duty was to prepare dissected specimens
 and to mount skeletons; he was also involved in the preservation
 of the zoological materials donated to the laboratory by scientific
 expeditions and private collectors. A good part of his work as
 taxidermist was done with specimens from the "wild animal house"
 in the Retiro gardens and from the collections of exotic live
 animals on other royal estates, including Aranjuez, the Casa de
 Campo, and La Granja. In the course of his work Bru exhibited,
 besides native species of Iberian fauna, such species as the
 Lapland reindeer, the Chota Beta (small deer) of Java, the
 Mexican turkey buzzard and other American birds, the African
 ostrich and lion, and so on. In some cases he prepared and
 mounted skeletons from animal cadavers, as he did, for example,
 with an elephant that died at the royal estate in Aranjuez in 1777.
 In other instances, he had to identify bones that were sent to the
 Cabinet and then reconstruct the skeleton, as he did with
 Megatherium. As for the preservation of specimens sent to the
 institution, suffice it to say that it was a very complex procedure
 that presented many difficulties. The scientific expeditions and the
 naturalists working in America and the Pacific sometimes sent
 vertebrates that had been well dissected and were in good order,
 like the eighty birds and sixteen quadrupeds from Peru and Chile
 sent in 1789 by Ruiz and Pav6n; sometimes, however, important
 material was completely lost, as happened with the seventy
 Mexican birds sent in 1795 from the expedition led by Martfn de
 Sesse, because "their skeletons were made of lemon gum." On
 occasion specimens were received packed in alcohol in clay jars or
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 152 JOSIS M. LOPEZ PINERO

 flasks, like the birds sent by Azara, and skins, feathers, and bones

 frequently arrived in poor condition. I
 We have ample evidence that Bru was active in practically every

 aspect of this series of functions. However, it should be empha-

 sized that he did not play the role of a mere technician; he also
 acquired considerable scientific training as a naturalist. He was
 familiar with the zoological literature and, in general, with natural

 history published in Spanish, Latin, and French from the Renais-
 sance to his own time. This made it possible for him to prepare his

 Collection of Illustrations Representing the Animals and Monsters
 of the Royal Cabinet of Natural History of Madrid (1784-1786),
 which will be discussed below. He was particularly knowledgeable

 about anatomy and comparative anatomy and wrote several
 morphological "dissertations," the most important of which is

 about Megatherium. But the only recognition he received for his
 level of scientific knowledge was an honorary membership in the

 Real Sociedad de Amigos del Pais, of Madrid, which is mentioned

 on the title page of his Collection. Bru was not satisfied with either
 his salary or his position at the Royal Cabinet. Several times he

 asked for a raise in salary (which was only half that of Clavijo),
 with Clavijo's approval.'2 In 1793, when his relative Mariano Bru
 was working as assistant dissector, he asked to be named
 lieutenant director of the Cabinet; this time he did not obtain the
 approval of Clavijo, who considered the petition unjustified,
 although he excused it as typical of Bru's "nervous character."'13

 THE COLLECTION OF ILLUSTRATIONS
 REPRESENTING THE ANIMALS AND MONSTERS OF
 THE ROYAL CABINET OF NATURAL HISTORY (1784-
 1786)

 The Royal Cabinet's first publication was Bru's book, whose
 complete title is Coleccion de ldminas que representan los
 animales y monstruos del Real Gabinete de Historia Natural de
 Madrid, con una descripcion individual de cada uno. It is an atlas
 that first appeared in monthly installments; these were then
 collected into two volumes, the first (1784) containing thirty-five
 illustrations, and the second (1786), thirty-six.'4 The copperplate

 11. See ibid., pp. 1-77; quotation on p. 60.

 12. Ibid., p. 49.

 13. Ibid., p. 69.

 14. Colecci6n de idminas que representan los animales y monstruos del Real
 Gabinete de Historia Natural de Madrid, con una descripcion individual de cada
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 Juan Bautista Bru and the Genus Megatherium 153

 engravings are 15 by 20.5 centimeters, colored by hand. Each one
 has a scale in inches and is accompanied by a one-to-two-page
 description of the animal represented. They are all signed by Bru,
 who made the drawings and engravings and edited the text.

 The first volume begins with a dedication to the Count of
 Floridablanca in which Bru expressly mentions, as objectives of
 the count's enlightened policy, the "profit ... and prosperity of His
 Majesty's subjects" - into which he fits "the present work, which,
 to the extent that it facilitates instruction to those who frequent the
 Royal Cabinet, furnishes it to the whole Kingdom." In the
 prologue that follows, he stresses the objectivity of his illustrations,
 contrasting them to the inexactness and ambiguity of the descrip-
 tions by "the majority of the old authors, who only wrote about
 what they had heard." To achieve this objectivity, he states, "I have

 availed myself of the [animals] we have in the Royal Cabinet,
 finally copying the colors, size, and dimensions from the original,
 so the reader can recognize them by measuring them according to
 the scale provided on each illustration." The aim of the work is, of
 course, "to introduce the things we have in the Royal Cabinet to
 the public," and to do so "with the greatest simplicity and brevity."
 For the sake of conciseness, Bru assures us, he has condensed as
 much as possible the description of "common" animals, giving
 more detail about the "1rare ones that come from foreign coun-
 tries," and he "did not discuss anatomy so as not to make the work
 bulky." 15

 In fact, Bru made some exceptions to this rule about not
 including anatomical studies. In summary form, he described the
 morphological details found in his dissection of five "monsters"
 that figure in the Collection: a chicken, a hare, two calves, and a
 lizard with teratological alterations. In his discussion of the
 illustrations of the elephant and the "skeleton of the eight-and-a-
 half-foot-tall elephant . . . [that] I dissected and mounted in 1777,"
 he includes an anatomical description of some length.'6 Likewise,
 when discussing a "species of spiny globefish" that he did not

 uno, 2 vols. (Madrid: Andres de Sotos, 1784-86). Complete sets, such as the
 ones in the National Library and the National Museum of Natural Sciences, both
 in Madrid, are rare. The British Museum has vol. I only. Because the work was
 published in monthly installments there are incomplete copies in the Library of
 Congress (bearing the false title Animales y aves, which appears on the binding)
 and in the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris (with the title of the first installment:
 Quaderno primero de los animales y monstruos del Real Gabinete de Historia
 Natural de Madrid); see Nissen, Zoologische Buchillustration, 1, 67.

 15. Colecci6n de ldminas, I, dedication and prologue, n.p.
 16. Ibid., 11, plates 54 and 55; anatomical description on pp. 41-44.
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 154 JOSP- M. LOPEZ PINERO

 consider to be the same as any of the fishes described by
 ichthyologists, he states that he studied its anatomy - "I wrote a

 dissertation on its anatomy" - and provides a brief summary.' 7
 "For each animal I have used the nomenclature of the most

 famous authors, without forgetting the celebrated Linnaeus and
 Buffon . . . for many I have also tried to preserve the local name,"
 Bru continues in his prologue.'8 In practice, he used the thirteenth

 edition of Linnaeus's Systema naturae (1 767-1770) as the
 taxonomic basis for each species described. Buffon's Histoire
 naturelle, which had been translated into Castilian by Clavijo, is

 only one of several other works frequently mentioned - among
 them, essays, atlases, and monographs by other eighteenth-century
 authors, including the French writers Jacques-Christophe Valmont
 de Bomare, Mathurin Jacques Brisson, and Pierre Barr&e; the
 Englishmen John Ellis and George Edwards; and the Spaniard

 Jose Gumilla. He also frequently cites texts of the great naturalists
 of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries - notably, Conrad
 Gesner, Pierre Bellon, Guillaume Rondelet, Francisco Hernandez,
 Ulisse Aldovandro, and Jacobus Bontius - and, less often, several
 travelers from his own epoch. As for terminology, he collected
 firsthand the common Castilian names (and some in Catalan) of
 the animals of the Iberian peninsula and the Balearic islands; he
 consistently lists Latin and French terms that he found in the
 literature, and occasionally words in Italian, Greek, and exotic
 languages.

 The comments on each animal are fundamentally descriptive,
 although they always include information about behavior and
 habitat. In the prologue to the second volume, discussing the
 geographic origins of the animals he was studying, Bru proposes
 "to demonstrate that the rule that animals from very cold or very
 hot climates do not breed in other climates is not so general as
 some have supposed." He observes that "on several lakes of the

 realm" one finds "a diversity of foreign birds [nesting] in different
 seasons ... that are only there in passing, and some stay in
 summer, others in winter." He also points out that the exotic
 animals that live at liberty on the royal country estates reproduce,
 and he attributes the lack of offspring among those caged in the
 wild animal house in the Retiro gradens to "the oppressive and
 cramped quarters in which they live and the lack of freedom
 during the mating season." His description of their situation is very
 expressive: "Usually they are shut up in small cages, where they

 17. Ibid., I, plate 7, pp. 15-16.
 18. Ibid., I, prologue, n.p.
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 can barely move a few steps without being at the mercy of the sun,

 and the cages are never cleaned; the result is that they do not live
 long, even when they are not starving, which is the usual state of

 affairs; and if they are well cared for, they suffer from other ills

 due to lack of exercise, which also shortens their lives."' 19
 The majority of the illustrations in the work are of mammals

 (22) and birds (31); the rest are divided among fish (11), reptiles

 (2), and "monsters" (5). Only thirteen of the species are native to
 the Iberian peninsula and the Balearic islands; Bru's Collection is
 principally devoted, for obvious reasons, to "rare animals from

 foreign countries": more than one-fourth are from America (24),
 and the rest are from all over the world, including north and south
 Africa, east Asia and the Pacific to Lapland, and parts of western
 Europe - including the Duchy of York, home of the sea lion.

 THE ENGRAVINGS OF THE "COLLECTION OF
 PRODUCTS OF THE SPANISH SEAS" (1796)

 BY ANTONIO SANEZ REGUART

 Saniiez Reguart (d. 1796), Spanish naval war minister and
 director of the Royal Navy during the last years of the eighteenth
 century, made several notable contributions to the scientific and
 technical literature that until now have not been studied. Here we
 are primarily interested in the book on which Bru collaborated,
 Colecci6n de producciones de los mares de Espaha.20 In the
 preface Snfiez Reguart describes in detail how the work was

 19. Ibid., II, "Al lector," n.p.

 20. Until recently the only published reference to this work was in Velasco

 Aguirre, Catdlogo de grabados, no. 15. The catalogue describes a series of 133

 illustrations stored in the library, with the hand-written title: "Collection of the
 Fish and Other Maritime Products of Spain Drawn up by Order of His Majesty."

 After the title there is another handwritten entry, which says, among other things,

 that the author made this by traveling, beginning in 1780, "all the shores of the
 Peninsula, observing and writing about the fish, marine insects, crustaceans,

 testaceans, plants, and marine birds of both seas," taking charge of "the
 anatomical part" and supervising the "engraver and illustrator D. Juan Bru de
 Ram6n." It also says that the work was interrupted in 1790 when the author,
 under royal orders, had to undertake the preparation of a Historical Dictionary of
 the National Fishing Industry. The title and entry contain several notable
 inaccuracies, the most important being that the entry gives the author's name as

 Antonio G6mez Reguart and states that the work was stopped in 1790, and that
 Bru was the author of the drawings.

 The original manuscript of Safiez Reguart's book is preserved in the library of

 the National Museum of Natural Sciences in Madrid, the successor institution of
 the Royal Cabinet. It is a handwritten volume whose title, which serves as a
 frontispiece, reads: "Colecci6n de producciones de los mares de Espania. Tomo 1.
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 156 JOSIt M. LOPEZ PINERO

 accomplished. First of all, over a period of years he gathered a
 "growing number of drawings, sketches, and notes" from his

 "constant observation on the beaches of our peninsula." In 1783
 he decided to "methodically organize my mountain of writings"
 and to publish a treatise on Spanish marine fauna. His collaborator
 on iconography was "Miguel Cros, of Freiburg, who drew the

 entire collection from nature." He presented the project to Charles
 III, who "served me with a royal order on January 25, 1784,
 directing me to continue the work until it was completed." When
 he finished the part on the "coasts of Asturias and Cantabria,"
 which included 300 drawings, he presented it to the monarch, who

 decided to have it "engraved and illustrated at his expense"; this
 was the point at which Bru's participation in the book began.
 Later, Sainez Reguart and Cros continued working on the Mediter-
 ranean and Atlantic coasts, bringing together at the end of 1787
 200 new drawings with corresponding texts.2'

 Sanfiez managed to finish only one volume of the Colecci6n,
 which is accompanied by an "Atlas" with ten drawings of fish and
 eighteen engravings, all relating to the species studied in the text,
 plus two other copperplates on allegorical themes.22 However, the
 National Museum of Natural Sciences of Madrid preserves three
 volumes in large folio with the following legend on the spine:
 "Drawings believed to be the originals of the collection of the
 Spanish seas."23 These contain a total of 419 color drawings,
 certainly the ones made by Miguel Cros; among them are six
 duplicates and a score of rough sketches and rejected drawings. In
 November 1796, after the death of Snfiez Reguart, Jose Garriga -
 a Catalan engineer who was, among other things, a naturalist -
 took charge of the work. However, in February of the next year he
 wrote to Clavijo resigning, "because of the pressure of my work,"
 and "returning to the royal treasury what it has cost them until
 now."24

 Formada de orden de S. M. por Dn. Antonio Saiiez Reguart . . . Afio de 1796"
 (Museo de Ciencias Naturales, Madrid, Mss 34-35). It has 307 folios. The index
 appears first, followed by a general preface, an "introduction to the history of the
 fish and marine products of Spain," and "Part 1. On the long narrow fishes."

 21. Colecci6n de producciones, I, fols. 1 r-24r.
 22. Ibid., Atlas.

 23. "Dibujos que se creen originales de la colecci6n de los mares de Espania,"
 3 vols., Museo Nacional de Ciencias Naturales, Madrid, Mss 14-16.

 24. Archivo del Museo de Ciencias Naturales, legajo 9: memorandum from
 Manuel Godoy to Clavijo, dated November 2, 1796 relating to Garriga's request
 to continue the work of Safiez Reguart (carpeta 2); memorandum from Garriga
 to Clavijo, February 2, 1797, abandoning the project (carpeta 3).
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 The work remained unpublished even though, in addition to the
 original drawings, there were the engravings that Bru, under royal
 commission, had begun to execute in the late eighties, using the
 first 300 drawings sent by Saniiez and Cros. The most complete
 series extant is the one in the library of the Royal Palace, made up
 of 133 plates, perhaps all that Bru engraved. Shorter series exist in
 other institutions, including a set of forty-one engravings in the
 National Library in Madrid, recently described in the catalogue
 by E. Paiez Rios.25 In the National Print Library (Calcograffa
 Nacional), also in Madrid, there are seventy-seven of the copper
 plates engraved by Bru for Saiiez Reguart's book, as well as a few
 prints, some illuminated and others uncolored, several of which
 have been sold in recent years.26

 Some handwritten notes by Bru on Cros's original drawings and
 on the folios that accompany them provide an idea of how he
 executed his task. Those that bear his notation "GI" (engraved),
 match the known illustrations and plates. What stands out is that
 all are of fishes - they exclude not only a cetacean and three
 turtles, but also the hundred drawings of crustaceans, annelids,
 cirripedes, molluscs, and radiolaria. Some sheets have marginal
 notes with the names of the animals in Catalan; on others, there
 are indications that they should not be engraved, such as "not to
 be done," "rejected," or "must be rejected by the author." This last
 suggests that Bru must have continued his work after the death of
 Sainez Reguart, or perhaps simply that he did it in his absence. In
 either case, the relation between the two was not limited to this
 unfinished work, for Bru also drew a large allegory of fishes that
 appears as the first illustration in Sainez's Dictionary of the
 National Fishing Industry.27

 THE MOUNTING AND DESCRIPTION OF THE
 "MEGATHERIUM" SKELETON

 It is shocking that Bru's most important scientific contribution
 - the mounting of the first skeleton of Megatherium, which was
 also (according to Piveteau) the first mammalian fossil - has not
 been mentioned, to my knowledge, by the few scholars who have

 25. Paez, Repertorio de grabados, I, 1 7 3.

 26. Alegre, Catdlogo de la Calcografia Nacional, pp. 139, 140, 196; I have
 already mentioned that this catalogue attributes these to Manuel Bru.

 27. Diccionario hist6rico de los artes de la pesca nacional, 5 vols. (Madrid:
 Viuda de Ibarra, 1791-95), 1, plate preceding p. 1. Bru is the author of the
 drawing only; the plate was engraved by Jose G6mez de Navia.
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 158 JOS1S M. LOPEZ PINERO

 studied it, with the single exception of Piveteau's brief reference.

 The lack of information and the resulting confusion over the
 matter can be explained by the truly labyrinthine circumstances in

 which Bru's drawings came to be known and in which his

 anatomical study on the topic was published, both in the original
 Spanish and in French translation.

 As I have mentioned, the Megatherium skeleton was sent to
 Madrid in 1789 by the viceroy of Rio de la Plata, the Marques de
 Loreto. It was received on September 29 of that year "in seven
 boxes, with a message that indicated it had been found in the
 excavations being made on the banks of the Luxan River, which
 flows by the village of that name (which is about thirteen leagues
 WSW from Buenos Aires) in a gully ten yards deep which is a
 league and a half from the said village." Bru must have begun work
 immediately on this interesting material, because four years later

 he had not only finished a minutely detailed anatomical study of
 the skeleton, but had also mounted and installed it "on a grandiose
 pedestal in the hall of petrified fossils in the Royal Cabinet"
 and had prepared a monograph on the topic for publication.2"
 This paper consisted of an extensive description and twenty-two
 drawings - one of the mounted skeleton, and the rest of single
 bones - in five large illustrations engraved by Manuel Navarro,
 who was well known for his other engravings of scientific subjects.

 For unknown reasons the monograph was not published, but its
 preparation must have been in an advanced stage because a

 certain Roume, representative of the French government in Santo
 Domingo, obtained a set of proofs from the plates when he passed
 through Madrid in 1793.29

 Roume was a corresponding member of the Institut de France,
 to which he forwarded the proofs "without description and with
 only a brief note." The science section of the Institut then commis-

 28. Jose Garriga, Descripci6n del esqueleto de un quadrupedo muy cor-
 pulento y raro, que se conserva en el Real Gabinete de Historia Natural de
 Madrid (Madrid: Viuda de Ibarra, 1796), prologue, n.p. According to Jose
 Babini (Historia de la ciencia argentina [Mexico City-Buenos Aires: Fondo de
 Cultura Econ6mica, 19491, p. 16), the skeleton was unearthed during the first
 half of 1787 by Manuel Torres, a Dominican born in the town of Lujan. Two
 sheets of drawings of "the megatherium of the Luxan River" were published by
 Francisco Barras de Arag6n, "Un dibujo del megaterio del rio Luxan," Ciencias,
 11 (1946), 77-85; these are very crude copies of Bru's engravings.

 29. Garriga, Descripci6n, prologue, n.p.; Georges Cuvier, "Sur le Mega-
 therium. Autre animal de la famille des Paresseux, mais de la taille du
 Rhinoceros, dont un squelette fossile presque complet est conserve au cabinet
 royal d'histoire naturelle a Madrid," Ann. Mus. Natl. Hist. Nat., 5 (1804), 376-
 387.
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 Juan Bautista Bru and the Genus Megatherium 159

 sioned Georges Cuvier to write a report on the subject, which
 appeared in abridged form in the journal Magasin Encyclopedique,

 accompanied by what Cuvier himself considered "a bad copy of
 the figure of the whole skeleton." 30 In this article the great

 - <4

 Fig 1. Fis ofasre ffv:lterhtilsrt h aaoia td aeb
 Buwhl moningteseeo of Mgheium

 30. Georges Cuvier, "Noticia ... del esqueleto de una especie de
 quadrupedo grandfsimo desconocido hasta ahora, que se hall6 en el Paraguay, y
 que se conserva en el Gabinete de Historia Natural de Madrid," in Garriga,
 Descripci6n, pp. 17-20; French original: "Notice sur le squelette d'une tres-
 grand espece de Quadrupede inconnue jusqu'a present, trouve au Paraguay, et
 depose au Cabinet d'Histoire naturelle de Madrid," Mag. Encyclop., 2me annee,
 1 (1796), 303-310. M. J. S. Rudwick comments on this episode without any
 mention of Bru: "Cuvier had scarcely begun the series of detailed anatomical
 studies that were to justify these principles, when the National Institute received
 from Madrid some unpublished engravings of a giant fossil animal that had been
 sent there from Paraguay. Cuvier was instructed to report on them, and
 announced not only that the animal was new to science and almost certainly
 extinct - which was already suspected - but also that this rhinoceros-sized
 creature had belonged to the same family as the humble sloth" (The Meaning of
 Fossils [New York: American Elsevier 19721, pp. 104-105). Rudwick repro-
 duces (p. 106) the copy of Bru's engraving of the cranium of Megatherium that
 Roume had given Cuvier, with the caption "Animal du Paraguay." Rudwick cites
 neither Cuvier's later work on the Megatherium (above, n. 29), nor the French
 translation of Bru's study, with all its engravings, that appeared in the Annales in
 1804 (below, n. 39), nor the reprinting of Bru's study in Cuvier's Recherches of
 1812 (see below, n. 42).
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 160 JOSt M. LOPEZ PINERO

 paleontologist and anatomist made several errors - he began by
 saying that the skeleton had been found in Paraguay - but he
 classified it as an edentate and gave it the generic and specific
 names, Megatherium americanum.

 A copy of Cuvier's article was brought to Madrid by Jose
 Garriga. He thought it would be a good idea to publish a Spanish
 translation, but, when he tried to locate the illustrations the French
 scientist had mentioned, he found out that Bru "had written a
 description of the skeleton at the same time as he was drawing
 it."'31 He convinced Bru to sell him the text and the illustrations
 and he published them as a booklet, printed at his own expense by
 Ibarra, which included a prologue and a pompous description
 written by himself of "the whole skeleton, as it is displayed in the
 Royal Cabinet."932

 Bru's text is entitled "Description of the skeleton in detail,
 following observations made while mounting and erecting it in the
 Royal Cabinet," and it takes up sixteen folios of close print. It
 begins by noting that "for each bone of the skeleton under con-
 sideration, I have tried to keep not only the names given by
 anatomists to bones of the human body whenever I find any
 relation or similarity between the two, but also the names of the
 different parts found on each one in particular, such as eminences,
 projections, fossae [hollows], cavities, etc." 33 The description
 indicates the similarities and differences of each part to the
 corresponding part of the human skeleton and also to the bones of
 the elephant, rhinoceros, horse, and other animals. The skeleton is

 divided into eleven parts: head, neck, back, sacrum, tail, breast,
 ribs, arm, hand, leg, and foot. Noting that the bones of the tail
 were missing, Bru states, "I did not want to supply them artificially,

 although I [at first] tried to, as it seemed to me that . .. it would
 never be more than a figure based on conjecture."34 Nor does he
 give any opinion about the probable taxonomic classification of
 the animal, aside from pointing out its peculiar situation: "The
 iilisights offered by comparative anatomy or zootomy, of which I
 have some knowledge, are futile when we consider that we are

 dealing with a unique skeleton of the species, and what is more, we
 know of no other that is similar to it." 35

 31. Garriga, Descripci6n, prologue, n.p.
 32. Ibid., pp. i-xvii.

 33. Juan Bautista Bru, "Descripci6n del esqueleto en particular, seg6n las
 observaciones hechas al tiempo de armarle y colocarle en este Real Gabinete," in
 Garriga, Descripci6n, pp. 1-16, plates I-V.

 34. Ibid., p. 7.

 35. Ibid., p. 1.
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 Juan Bautista Bru and the Genus Megatherium 161

 After Bru's text, Garriga's edition includes Cuvier's article from

 the Magasin Encyclopedique,36 and then the five plates with Bru's
 drawings. The first plate shows the complete skeleton as it was

 mounted. The other four depict the cranium and a single tooth; the

 atlas [first vertebra of the neck] and a thoracic vertebra; the
 clavicle, the scapula, and a rib; the sacrum; and the long bones of
 the front and rear extremities and of the feet, with a detail of a
 phalanx. The drawings are worthy of the occasion, perhaps the
 best Bru ever produced. The execution of the engraving by Manuel
 Navarro and the printing by Ibarra are of very high quality as well.

 Garriga's booklet provided the basis for an important article by
 Cuvier "Sur le Megatherium," published in 1804 in the Annales du
 Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle, in which he explained in
 detail his opinion about the "relationship of this animal to the sloth
 and other edentates, a relationship for which I have argued with
 more exactness in my Tableau elmentaire de l'histoire des
 animaux, placing the megatherium after the sloths and in the same
 family."37 Following this article, Cuvier published a French trans-
 lation of Bru's "Description of the skeleton," slightly abridged, and
 a reproduction of one of the drawings. Thus, five years after Bru's
 death, the contribution of the Valencian naturalist and artist was
 disseminated among the international scientific community
 through the most important specialized journal of the epoch. The
 translator was Aimee Bonpland, the French naturalist who had
 accompanied Alexander von Humboldt on his visit to Spain and
 his trip through Spanish America (1799 1804).38 The only
 annotations to Bru's text were an indication that he had confused
 the lower extremity with the upper,39 and a comment that he had
 compared the "bony flaps" on the Megatherium's fingers to the
 claws of lions and tigers.40 The twenty-two drawings are repro-
 duced at one-third their original size on two plates. The second
 plate also includes three other drawings, representing the cranium
 seen from the back and the bones of the front and hind paw, which

 36. Cuvier, "Noticia." This text was also published in German as "Nachricht
 von dem Skelette einer sehr grossen Art von bisher unbekannten Vierfusser,
 welche in Paraguay gefunden und in das naturhistoriche Kabinett nach Madrid
 Gebracht ist," Wiedemann's Arch. Zool. Zoot., I (I 800), 208-215.

 37. Cuvier, "Sur le Megatherium."
 38. See L6pez Piniero et al., Diccionario hist6rico, 1, 122, for information on

 the life and work of Bonpland, with bibliographical references.

 39. Bru, "Description des os du Megatherium, faite en montant le squelette.
 ... traduite par M. Bonpland, et abregee," Ann. Mus. Natl. Hist. Nat., 5 (1804),
 395.

 40. Ibid., p. 397.
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 162 JOSE M. LOPEZ PINERO

 are not by Bru, but by "Ximeno"; they may be the work of the
 Valencian engraver Jose Antonio Ximeno Carrera, who was
 primarily a book illustrator41 in any case, they were done by an
 artist residing in Madrid, hired by Bonpland.

 Cuvier included his articles from the Annales on the Mega-
 therium, along with the plates and the French translation of Bru's

 text, in his work Recherches sur les ossements fossiles (1812), one
 of the great classic titles in the history of paleontology.42 The first
 of the plates has been reproduced in many publications, with no
 credit given to Bru as the artist. It appears, for example, in Alan
 Moorehead's popular volume, Darwin and the Beagle, whose

 Spanish version has been widely circulated in Spain, especially
 during the centennial year of Darwin's death.43 It is eloquent
 testimony to cultural colonization and the discontinuity of our own
 scientific tradition that no one in Spain appears to have noticed
 that the drawings are of a skeleton preserved in the National
 Museum of Natural Science in Madrid, and that they were done by

 the Spanish naturalist who mounted it.
 In 1832, while staying in Rio de la Plata during the expedition

 of the Beagle, Darwin found bones of Megatherium and other
 giant fossil mammals in the cliffs of Punta Alta. In his letters he

 wrote that this discovery had made all his efforts worthwhile,
 because the only specimen known until then was in Madrid.44 The
 reconstruction of the skeleton of Megatherium that appears in an
 illustration in Darwin's Journal of Researches relative to this

 expedition is based entirely on Bru's drawing taken from Cuvier's
 publications. In it the four paws of the animal still touch the
 ground, and the only modification is that the figure is drawn from
 an almost frontal perspective rather than from Bru's lateral view.45

 41. See C. Munioz y Manzano, Conde de Vinaza, Adiciones al Diccionario
 hist6rico de los mds ilustres profesores de las bellas artes en Espaha de D. Juan
 Cedn Bermudez, 4 vols. (Madrid: Tipografia de los Hu6rfanos, 1889-94), II,
 226-277; and Aldana, Guia abreviada, p. 169.

 42. Georges Cuvier, Recherches sur les ossements fossiles de quadrupedes ou
 l'on retablit les caracteres de plusieurs espcces d'animaux que les revolutions du
 globe paroissent avoir detruites, 4 vols. (Paris; Deterville, 1812), IV, pt. 4, chap. 8,
 pp. 19-43.

 43. Alan Moorehead, Darwin and the Beagle (London: Hamilton, 1969), p.
 84.

 44. See F. Burkhardt and S. Smith, eds., The Correspondence of Charles
 Darwin, vol. I (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), p. 276.

 45. Charles Darwin, Journal of Researches into the Natural History and
 Geology of the Countries Visited during the Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle round the
 World, 2nd ed. (London: Colonial and Home Library, 1845).
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 Juan Bautista Bru and the Genus Megatherium 163

 Throughout 1833, the year after Darwin's discoveries in Punta
 Alta, the British ambassador in Madrid asked several times for

 permission to make plaster casts of some of the pieces in the
 Megatherium skeleton in the Royal Museum of Natural Sciences,
 as the Royal Cabinet was called after 1815. The Society for the
 Preservation of the Royal Museum denied this request, which was

 accompanied by a request to exhibit them in the Royal College of
 Surgeons in London. The denial was based on a report by Toma's
 Villanova, then professor of zoology at the Museum. He cited the

 extreme fragility of the specimen, "all [of whosel bones are
 calcined to such an extent that most of the apophyses will break at

 the mere touch of a hand .... I myself have noticed a number of
 anatomical defects in the skeleton and many of these were
 mentioned by Cuvier in his work on fossils, and in spite of the fact
 that their existence is to my discredit, I do not dare to correct

 them, because simply taking it apart, which would be necessary,
 would cause the loss of many bones and make a unique example of

 its own species useless." Villanova went so far as to call the
 skeleton "a precious treasure, an honor to the Spanish Cabinet,"

 but he never mentioned Bru's name.46 A third of a century after
 his death, Bru had already been forgotten by the very institution

 where he had worked all his life. Both the skeleton and the model

 are preserved to this day in the Madrid Museum of Natural
 History, mute witnesses to Bru's otherwise forgotten labors.

 46. Barreiro, Museo Nacional, pp. 167-168.
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